
I can hear initial sounds.  

Put a ring around the things that begin with s 

 

 

 

 

Can you draw something that begins with s? 

I can recognise the letter s and say its sound 

Put a ring around the letter s. How many can you find? 

I can trace and write the letter s 

 



I can hear initial sounds.  

Put a ring around the things that begin with a 

 

 

 

 

Can you draw something that begins with a? 

I can recognise the letter a and say its sound 

Put a ring around the letter a. How many can you find? 

 

I can trace and write the letter a 

 



I can hear initial sounds.  

Put a ring around the things that begin with t 

 

 

  

 

Can you draw something that begins with t? 

I can recognise the letter t and say its sound 

Put a ring around the letter t. How many can you find? 

 

I can trace and write the letter t 

 



I can hear initial sounds.  

Put a ring around the things that begin with p 

 

 

  

 

Can you draw something that begins with p? 

I can recognise the letter p and say its sound 

Put a ring around the letter p. How many can you find? 

 

I can trace and write the letter p 

 



I can hear initial sounds.  

Put a ring around the things that begin with i 

 

 

  

 

Can you draw something that begins with i? 

I can recognise the letter i and say its sound 

Put a ring around the letter i. How many can you find? 

 

I can trace and write the letter i 

 



Maths  

I can count objects and say how many there are in each group.  

Task: Count the circles in the ten frame. Can you circle how many there 
are on the number line. Remember to count along the number line if you 
don’t know what the number looks like.  





DT 

I can create my own snowman. 

Task: Wow, look at the beautiful snow! Can you design your very own snowman? 

What patterned hat will he have? What colour will his scarf be?  
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